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Well-Safe: Overview and journey so far

1

One Vision – The trusted well
decommissioning partner of choice
Tier One approach
One Team culture with clients,
partners and key stakeholders
Unique single solution well decom
asset – Well-Safe Guardian

>£150m
Total invested in the business to date
Continuing to attract new investors
Growth in UKCS and international markets

3

Dedicated Assets for Well
Decommissioning projects
Two Semi-subs and One
Heavy Duty Jack-Up

Operational
or
under
reactivation for upcoming
signed client contracts
Multi-discipline team
Well Engineering, PM, Operations,
QHSE, PSCM + support functions

270+

Talented employees senior professionals to
graduate/apprenticeships

5

Five-year anniversary
August 2022

in

Same month as doubling
capacity at our head office

Company Vision and Strategy
remains unchanged since 2017

>400
Wells

Delivered globally by Well-Safe engineering team
Includes 43 wells to be delivered in campaigns by
Well-safe’s dedicated assets and teams

Campaigning for Success:
o
o
o
o

Where does it really begin ?
What are some of the key enablers ?
What are the tangible outcomes ?
Where can we highlight examples ?

27-Jan-22: The Well-Safe Guardian mobilising from Cromarty Firth to its first multi-client P&A campaign

FEED / Select
•
•
•
•

Subsurface Basis of Design (SSBOD), philosophy and strategy
PEER reviews and strategic planning
Well categorization
Asset feasibility and recommendation

Selected example projects:
•
•
•

Well decommissioning principles and SSBOD - 197 wells across 3 fields
Shale Barrier Assessments – multiple fields
Pre-COP well decommissioning strategy & technical feasibility studies
– multiple fields
Key enablers:

Early Engagement
Trust
Transparency

Collaboration
Visibility
Sharing of Lessons/Knowledge

Source: Well-Safe Well Decom Delivery Process (WDDP)

Pre-Execute:
Joint Rig Intake Process
•

Well-Safe enabled collaboration between two customers
to perform a joint Rig Acceptance of the Well-Safe
Guardian (WSG)

•

Inspection and acceptance completed in 14 days (10
days inspection, 4 days endurance test)

•

Lessons learned of giving visibility to next customer
reduces time and cost for Rig Intake at start of their
campaign

•

Sharing of rig performance data with both clients

Key Benefits:
 Increased efficiency
 Reduced cost
 Reduced logistics
 Reduced emissions
 Reduced burden on crew and rig
mgmt. team during start-up/ops

Execute: BOP running
learning curve – WSG Actual
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Source: Actual campaign performance data from Well-Safe Guardian from Jan-22 to date

Execute: XT recovery learning
curve – WSG Actual
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Source: Actual campaign performance data from Well-Safe Guardian from Jan-22 to date

Close Out / Lessons Learned
•
•
•
•

Key aspect of campaigns and enabling the continuous improvement
process and feedback loop
Conducted at regular intervals – e.g. post well / phase / project
Involving all key stakeholders / disciplines; onshore and offshore
Benefits future campaigns, wider industry and drives ‘best in class’
performance

Some recent examples:
•
•
•
•

Early identification of long lead items
Improved visibility of workload activity for supply-chain partners
Ensuring core equipment packages are specific for
decommissioning operations, e.g. LCM and wireline packages
Rig market – availability of assets and day rate expectations

well

Source: Well-Safe Well Decom Delivery Process (WDDP)

Campaign Efficiencies – Fuel & CO2 savings
Up to 4,995m3 fuel
This would fill the tanks of 90,818 cars
or 2 Olympic size swimming pools

Up to 13,863 tonnes of CO2
For this to be absorbed, it would take 100
hectares of forest more than 66 years

Key Assumptions:
• 24 subsea wells, across 3 x CNS field locations (A,B,C)
• Modelled with two asset standard approach non-campaign (least
efficient case) versus single-asset campaign (optimum case)
• Estimate: includes Rig, Vessels and Helicopters
• Learning curve improvement assumed within campaign approach

Summary
•
•

Campaigning for success mentality is needed throughout the well life-cycle
Start to evaluate/consider opportunities even at FEED / Select phases

•
•
•

Significant learning curve performance improvement now tangible
Driven by a culture of continuous improvement across the entire ONE Team
Opportunities for significant fuel and CO2 savings to be attained

•
•

Visibility of decom activity is crucial for the wider supply-chain
Rig, people and equipment availability are key challenges facing us across the
industry/sector

OUR VISION
To be the trusted
well decommissioning
partner of choice

Well-Safe Solutions Ltd
C4 Building, Gateway Crescent,
Gateway Business Park,
Aberdeen, AB12 3GA
T: +44 (0) 1224 548 400
E: info@wellsafesolutions.com
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Disclaimer:
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industries that are major markets for Well-Safe Solutions Ltd.’s lines of business. These expectations, estimates and
projections are generally identifiable by statements containing words such as “expects”, “believes”, “estimates” or similar
expressions. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expectations include, among
others, economic and market conditions in the geographic areas and industries that are or will be major markets for Well-Safe
Solutions Ltd.’s businesses, oil prices, market acceptance of new products and services, changes in governmental regulations,
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